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On the door of the room is a "welcome" sign—which has on it the roommates' profiles made of burlap and yarn.

Cyndy, an Applied art major adjusts one of her oil paintings that decorate the walls in their "art" corner. A spotlight on the floor illuminates the wall paintings and the artist's easel.

Welcome to the "best-dressed" room—belongs to Sally Anthony and Cyndy, roommates who live on the third floor of East Linfield Hall.

Sally, a textiles and clothing applied art major, decorated the room with burlap, yarn, and oil paintings to get maximum points in the judges of the Homemaking contest. Sally is the daughter of H. Hilton, wife of the University's Dean of Students. She is also an associate with Janet Navin, Department of Extension, University of Iowa. Sally was selected as the winner of the "Best-Dressed" room as the winner of the Iowa Homemaker contest.
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Sally Richards who live in Room 213, a major, and Cyndy, an Ed Art major, are roommates. As a result, Mrs. James Ross, president, Miss Emelda Serva, and Miss Ed Art, selected this room for a room contest. An added bookshelf comes in handy for magazines and reference books, used often by Sally, a textiles and clothing major.

Cyndy finds a comfortable place to study on the end of her bed. With her desk at the end of the bed she can make double use of a large lamp that directs light to her desk or the bed. Some of her sketches decorate a large bulletin board.